Miniature Wardrobe

This miniature clothing craft is inspired by the San Jose Museum of Quilts & Textile's *Inside Out: Seeing Through Clothing* online exhibition. This craft brings together the themes of exploring the ways our clothing interacts with our internal selves, our physical bodies, and the greater world outside of us. The attached templates are meant to be used with parchment, patterned, or printer paper. However, if you would like to use fabric, simply cut at the fold lines and stitch the pieces together. Use small pieces of memorabilia such as scrap trimmings from an old blanket, or printed images of places you’ve visited to decorate and personalize your miniature wardrobe.

Examples of different mediums you can use:
Pictured left - Newspaper and reused plastic bag
Pictured right - Origami papers
Instructions

Step 1 - Cut out the template along the solid lines.

Step 2 - Cut your desired paper according to the template along all the solid lines. Then fold along the dotted lines.

Step 3 - Glue along all the folded edges except for the shirt back U-shaped collar.

Step 4 - Align the pieces so you can see the front flaps from the back. Press down the folded edges to adhere.
Line Symbols:

— Cut along the solid line
--- Fold back away from you
---- Fold up towards you and glue on to itself
Line Symbols:
- - - - - Cut along the solid line
- - - - - Fold back away from you